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Recent experiments in the underdoped regime of the hole-doped cuprates have found evidence for an incommensurate charge density wave state. We present an analysis of the
charge ordering instabilities in a metal with antiferromagnetic correlations, where the electronic excitations are coupled to the fractionalized excitations of a quantum fluctuating
antiferromagnet on the square lattice. The resulting charge density wave state emerging out
of such a fractionalized Fermi-liquid (FL*) has wavevectors of the form (±Q0 , 0), (0, ±Q0 ),
with a predominantly d-form factor, in agreement with experiments on a number of di↵erent
families of the cuprates. In contrast, as previously shown, the charge density wave instability
of a nearly antiferromagnetic metal with a large Fermi surface, interacting via short-range
interactions, has wavevectors of the type (±Q0 , ±Q0 ). Our results show that the observed
charge density wave appears as a low-energy instability of a fractionalized metallic state
linked to the proximity to an antiferromagnetic insulator, and the pseudogap regime can be
described by such a metal at least over intermediate length and energy scales.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The central puzzle of the hole-doped cuprates at low doping is the origin of the “pseudogap” —
a suppression in the density of states at the Fermi-level below a temperature, T ⇤ — and its relation
to other symmetry-broken states found at lower temperatures. Most notably, recent experiments
on a number of di↵erent families of the hole-doped cuprates have detected the onset of an incommensurate charge density wave (CDW) state at a temperature, Tc < Tcdw < T ⇤ which competes
with superconductivity below the superconducting Tc [1–14]. One of the primary motivations behind investigating the nature of the CDW is the hope that a better understanding of this state
would lead to a better understanding of the “normal” state above Tc out of which it emerges.
A number of recent theoretical works [15–33] have tried to approach this problem from a weakcoupling approach, where the CDW is interpreted as an instability of a large Fermi surface in the
presence of strong antiferromagnetic (AFM) exchange interactions. There are two fundamental
properties associated with a CDW— its wavevector, Q, and its form factor, PQ (k), — where the
D
E
CDW is expressed in real space as a bond-observable, Pij = c†i↵ cj↵ (ci↵ annihilates an electron
on the Cu site i with spin ↵) given by
Pij =

XX
Q

PQ (k)eik·(ri

rj )

eiQ·(ri +rj )/2 .

(1)

k

Conventional charge density waves have only on-site charge modulation with PQ (k) independent
of k; this is not the case in the context of the cuprates. The experiments on certain families of the
cuprates, such as YBCO, BSCCO and Na-CCOC, have found strong evidence for the wavevector
Q to be of the form: (±Q0 , 0) and (0, ±Q0 ), where Q0 decreases with increasing hole-doping
and is believed to nest portions of a putative large Fermi surface in the vicinity of, but away
from, (⇡, 0) and (0, ⇡). Moreover, recent phase-sensitive STM experiments [13] and other X-ray
measurements [14] have unveiled the form factor PQ (k) to be predominantly of a d wave nature,
i.e. PQ (k) ⇠ (cos kx

cos ky ). Hence, the CDW should be more appropriately referred to as a

“bond density” wave (BDW). Fig.1 provides an illustration of unidirectional BDWs of di↵erent
types in real space for both commensurate as well as incommensurate wavevectors.
We note in passing that recent X-ray observations [34] in the La-based cuprates indicate a
dominant s0 -form factor (where PQ (k) ⇠ (cos kx + cos ky )), and this has been ascribed to the
presence of magnetic ‘stripe’ order in these compounds, and is in agreement with computations
in such states [33]. Further, computations [35] of density wave instabilities in the presence of
commensurate antiferromagnetism show suppression of the d-form factor with increasing magnetic
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FIG. 1. Real-space visualization of unidirectional BDW (charge-stripe) with components: PQ
(k) = Ps ,
0

s
d
PQ
(k) = Ps0 (cos kx + cos ky ), and PQ
(k) = Pd (cos kx

a commensurate wavevector, Q =

2⇡( 14 , 0),

cos ky ). (a)-(c) we plot the charge modulation for

while (d)-(f) plot the same quantity for an incommensurate

wavevector, Q = 2⇡(0.3, 0). The parameters used are: (a), (d) Ps = 0, Ps0 = 1, Pd = 0. (b), (e)
Ps = 1, Ps0 = 1, Pd = 0. (c), (f) Ps = 0, Ps0 = 0, Pd = 1. We have included phases in the definitions of
Ps,s0 ,d in order to make the charge distribution “bond-centered” for the case of the commensurate wavevector;
however, other choices of the phases are also allowed.

order.
Without magnetic ordering, the form factor does indeed come out to be predominantly d wave
within all the weak-coupling approaches [15, 18, 20, 23, 26–28]. However, the wavevector of the
leading density-wave instability within all of these approaches is always of the diagonal type,
(±Q0 , ±Q0 ). This feature can be traced back to the absence of a pre-existing gap in the anti-nodal
region of the large Fermi surface normal state. It is also related to the remnant of an emergent
SU(2) symmetry associated with AFM exchange interactions, that maps particles to holes and vice
versa [15, 36]; therefore d wave superconductivity, which is the leading instability in the problem,
gets mapped to d form factor BDW with the diagonal wavevectors. While the diagonal wavevector
is a serious drawback of the weak-coupling approaches, various scenarios have been proposed under
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which the experimentally observed state might be favored over the diagonal state [23, 24, 26].
Here we shall explore the consequences of gapping out the anti-nodal region by examining the
density wave instabilities of a metallic state denoted [37] the fractionalized Fermi liquid (FL*). An
independent related analysis has been carried recently by Zhang and Mei [38] using the Yang-RiceZhang (YRZ) ansatz [39] for the fractionalized metal. The FL* has similarities to the YRZ ansatz
[40], but as we shall review below, can be derived systematically from microscopic models while
keeping careful track of its topological order [37] (see also Ref. 41). These density wave instabilities
were also discussed in Refs. 4 and 42, but without allowance for non-trivial form factors for the
density wave.
FL* phases are most conveniently described within multi-band models, such as in Kondo lattice
models for heavy-Fermion systems [37] or Emery-type models suited for the cuprates, where the
spins in only one of the bands go into a quantum-disordered (spin-liquid) state. In this work, we
shall take a di↵erent route that has been adopted earlier in Refs.[40, 43–45]. This approach is
best understood as follows [36]: Imagine that we start from a metal with long-range AFM order,
so that the Fermi surface has been reconstructed into hole-pockets.1 If we now want to describe
the loss of antiferromagnetism, then the transitions where the long-range order is lost and the
entire Fermi surface is recovered need not be coincident. In particular, it is possible to have two
separate transitions, where at the first transition the orientational order of the AFM is lost over
long distances, while the magnitude of the AFM order remains fixed; the large Fermi surface is
recovered at the second transition.2 Therefore, it is possible to have an intermediate phase with
a locally well-defined AFM order (over distances of the order of a short correlation length, ⇠). As
we will review below, this intermediate phase can have hole pockets. Because there is no broken
symmetry, the Luttinger theorem on the Fermi surface volume is violated, but this is permitted
because of the presence of topological order [37].
In the context of one-band models linked to the physics of the cuprates, our realization of the
FL* state is linked to the analysis presented in Ref. 43. We used their and subsequent results
[40, 44–47] to obtain the global phase diagram presented in Fig. 2. The starting point of this phase
diagram is a deconfined quantum critical point [48, 49] in the antiferromagnet at zero doping, while
tuning a coupling constant g, which measures the degree of “frustration” in the antiferromagnet.
This critical point is described by a deconfined gauge theory involving a U(1) gauge field Aµ
1

2

In general, electron pockets could also appear, but let us assume that the parameters are such that only the
hole-pockets are present.
The description of this transition was studied using a SU(2) gauge-theory [45]; there could either be a direct
transition from the AFM metal to the large FS described by conventional SDW criticality (see Ref.[15] and
references therein), or, via an intermediate non-Fermi liquid phase with a large FS and gapless SU(2) photons. We
shall not focus on any of these transitions here.
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FIG. 2. Phase diagram of a quantum antiferromagnet as a function of the parameter, g, which controls the
strength of quantum fluctuations and the carrier density, x. The x = 0 phases are insulators, and we assume
that the insulator has a deconfined quantum critical point [48, 49] at a g = gc . The arrows on the labels
of the phases indicate crossovers upon going to lower energies and longer distances. For x = 0 and g < gc ,
the ground state is an ordered antiferromagnetic insulator, while for x = 0 and g > gc the ground state is a
valence bond solid (VBS), which arises as an instability at long confinement scale of a U(1) spin-liquid (SL).
The g = gc , deconfined quantum critical point, broadens into a “holon” metal phase above a small, finite
x. Binding of the emergent spinon and holon excitations in the holon metal phase leads to the FL* phase
shown for g > gc and non-zero x. We do not discuss the small x (shaded grey) region in this paper [43].
The BDW instabilities of the U(1) FL* have a d form factor and could be relevant for the observations in
the non La-based cuprates. The eventual confinement transition out of the d BDW state must occur, and
its description remains an important topic for future work.

and relativistic, bosonic S = 1/2 spinons z↵ which carry the U(1) gauge charge. Upon doping the
antiferromagnet in the vicinity of this deconfined critical point with charge carriers of density x, we
have to include a density x of spinless fermions (‘holons’),

p,

which carry gauge charge (p = ±1)

under the same U (1) gauge field. The resulting gauge theory for z↵ and

p

has a complicated

phase diagram as a function of g and the hole density, which is sketched in Fig. 2 and will be
partly reviewed in Section II. Our attention here will focus on the FL* region of Fig. 2: here the
z↵ and

p

bind to form gauge-neutral fermions of density x, which then form Fermi pockets in the

Brillouin-zone near, but not centered at, (±⇡/2, ±⇡/2). The total area enclosed by these pockets
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is x, and hence the Luttinger volume of 1 + x is not obeyed, and a FL* phase is realized.
In this paper, we carry out a generalized RPA analysis of a model of this FL* phase interacting
via short-range interactions. In most of the parameter space that we have explored, the leading
instability in the particle-hole channel is a bond density wave with predominantly d form factor
whose wavevector nests the tips of the hole-pockets.3 This result is a promising step in the direction
of identifying essential characteristics of the normal state which are responsible for giving rise to
the BDW instability that is observed experimentally in the underdoped cuprates.
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows: we describe and review a particular route towards
constructing an FL* state, starting from a one-band model of electrons coupled to the fluctuations
of an AFM order-parameter in sections II and II A. We then setup our computation for determining
the charge-ordering instabilities in an FL* interacting via short-range interactions in section II B.
Finally, we describe our results for the nature of the BDW instabilities, with special emphasis on
its wavevector and form factor, in section III and conclude with a future outlook in section IV.
We review some of the previous analysis of density-wave instabilities in metals with large Fermi
surfaces interacting via short-range interactions ([18, 27]) in the appendix in order to highlight the
di↵erences with the main results presented in this paper.

II.

MODEL

We begin by summarizing the arguments [40, 43] that lead to the phase diagram in Fig. 2.
The starting point is the theory for the electrons, ci↵ (↵ =", #), hopping on the sites of a square
lattice. The electrons are coupled to the fluctuations of an O(3) field, ni , which describes the
local orientation of the antiferromagnetic Néel order at K = (⇡, ⇡). We shall focus on the longwavelength fluctuations of ni while retaining the full lattice dispersions for the fermions. The
imaginary time Lagrangian, L = Lf + Ln + Lf n , is given by,
X † 
Lf =
ci↵ (@⌧ µ) ij tij cj↵ + h.c.,

(2)

i,j

ˆ
1
Ln =
d2 r [(@⌧ n)2 + v2 (rn)2 ],
2g
X
Lf n =
eiK·ri ni · c†i↵ ↵ ci .

(3)
(4)

i

In the above, tij represent the hopping matrix elements that give rise to a large Fermi surface, µ
represents the chemical potential,
3

The density of states, n(E) =

¸

is an O(1) coupling, v represents a characteristic spin-wave

1
d2 k
Ek =E |rk Ek |

is high at the tips of the pockets, Ek = 0.
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velocity and g is used to tune the strength of quantum fluctuations associated with the AFM order
parameter. The vector n satisfies the local constraint n2i = 1.
When g < gc , the above model has long-range antiferromagnetic order, hni =
6 0 (with a correlation length, ⇠ ! 1). In the presence of such long-range order (LRO), the large Fermi surface breaks
up into electron and hole pockets. The resulting state in the presence of short-range fermionic interactions could be unstable to other symmetry-broken states; the nature of these instabilities in
the particle-hole channel, starting from a reconstructed Fermi surface, have been analyzed [32, 35].
As we noted in Section I, this approach leads to density waves with the d-form factor suppressed
[32], consistent with recent observations on the La-based cuprates [34] which do have magnetic
order at low temperatures.
Our interest in the present paper is on the g

gc portion of the phase diagram in Fig. 2, which

we argue is relevant to the physics of the non-La-based cuprates. The deconfined critical point
g = gc and x = 0 is expressed not in terms of the n fields, but in terms of the spinor z↵ , with
⇤
ni = zi↵

↵

zi

(5)

and a U(1) gauge field Aµ . At the same time [40], one tranforms the underlying electrons, ci↵ , to
a new set of spinless Fermions,

ip ,

i
ci↵ = R↵p
where
ip ,
0
1
⇤
z
z
i"
i# A
i
R↵p
=@
,
⇤
zi# zi"
P
is a spacetime dependent SU(2) matrix ( ↵ |zi↵ |2 = 1) and the fermions

(6)
(7)
ip

carry opposite charges

p = ±1 under the same emergent U(1) gauge transformation.

We begin our discussion of the complex dynamics of z↵ and

p

by first considering the e↵ect of

non-zero x at the critical coupling g = gc . At very low hole density, each

p

fermion can be treated

independently of all the others, while interacting with the deconfined gauge theory described by
z↵ and Aµ . As shown in Ref. 43, there is an ‘orthogonality catastrophe’ and each

p

fermion is

e↵ectively localized by the critical fluctuations. We are not interested here in the very small values
of x at which this localization happens, and so will not discuss it further; it is also excluded from
Fig. 2 (shown as the grey-shaded region). Moving to higher hole densities, we can assume the
holons form a Fermi surface, and this can then quench the Aµ fluctuations via Landau damping
[50, 51]; the holon Fermi surface is then stable,4 and we obtain the holon metal shown in Fig. 2.
4

At low temperatures, the holons can pair to form a composite Boson that is neutral under the Aµ field, condensation
of which leads to the holon superconductor [44].
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Let us now turn to g > gc . Now there is at least one additional length scale, the spin correlation
p
length, ⇠. This length should be compared with the spacing between the holons ⇠ 1/ x. There
is actually another significant scale, the length scale at which Landau-damping of the photon sets
in; this also diverges as x ! 0, and for simplicity we will ignore its di↵erence from the spacing
p
between the holons. When 1/ x ⌧ ⇠, we revert to the g = gc situation described in the previous
p
paragraph. However, for ⇠ ⌧ 1/ x, we have to first consider the influence of a non-zero ⇠ on the
gauge theory of the deconfined critical point. As described in Refs. 48 and 49, here we crossover to
a Coulomb phase in which the Aµ field mediates a logarithmic Coulomb force. This Coulomb force
binds the z↵ and

p

quanta into gauge-neutral fermions [40, 43, 44] (an additional attractive force

is also provided by the “Shraiman-Siggia term” [40, 43, 52]). At longer scales, these gauge-neutral
fermions start to notice each other via the Pauli principle, and so they form Fermi surfaces leading
to the FL* state of interest here.5
At even longer length scales we have to consider confinement e↵ects from monopoles in the Aµ
gauge field, which are not suppressed in the FL* regime (but monopoles are suppressed in the
holon metal). This we will not do here, leaving it as a difficult but important problem for future
study.

A.

Fractionalized Fermi liquid (FL*)

As discussed in section I and in Refs. 40 and 46, the emergent photon gives rise to binding
of the

p

fermions and the z↵ spinons into gauge-neutral objects. However, there are two such

combinations,
Fi↵ ⇠ zi↵

i+ ,

Gi↵ ⇠ "↵ zi⇤

i

,

(8)

and the physical electronic operator has a non-zero overlap with both of these,
ci↵ ⌘ Z(Fi↵ + Gi↵ ),

(9)

where Z is a quasiparticle renormalization factor that is nonlocal over ⇠; this expression di↵ers from
the bare relationship in Eq. (7) because we are now dealing with fully renormalized quasiparticles
[40]. Over distances that are larger than ⇠, where there is no net AFM order, the F↵ and G↵
fermions preferentially, but not exclusively, reside on the di↵erent sublattice sites.
5

The FL* phase considered here is a descendant of the “holon-hole” metal phase of ref.[44], in the extreme limit
where all of the holon states have been depleted into forming gauge-neutral fermions.
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Based on symmetry considerations alone, we can write the following e↵ective Hamiltonian for
Fi↵ and Gi↵ ,
He↵ =

X

†
tij (Fi↵
Fj↵ + G†i↵ Gj↵ ) +

i,j

X

X

†
eiK·ri (Fi↵
Fi↵

G†i↵ Gi↵ )

i

†
t̃ij (Fi↵
Gj↵ + G†i↵ Fj↵ ).

(10)

i,j

Once again, the tij represent the hopping matrices corresponding to a large Fermi surface,
represents the potential due to the local AFM order (at distances shorter than ⇠). The terms
proportional to t̃ij represent the analogs of the “Shraiman-Siggia” (SS) terms [52] which couple
the F and G particles. In the absence of these terms, but with

6= 0, one obtains hole-like pockets

centered at (⇡/2, ⇡/2). However, when the SS terms are finite, the pockets can be shifted away
from these special points.
It is more convenient now to change basis to a new set of fermionic operators,
1
1
Ck↵ = p (Fk↵ + Gk↵ ), Dk↵ = p (Fk+K↵ Gk+K↵ ),
(11)
2
2
p
so that the physical electronic operator ck↵ ' (Z/ 2)Ck↵ . The revised Hamiltonian then reads,
X
†
†
He↵ =
⇠k+ Ck↵
Ck↵ + ⇠k+K Dk↵
Dk↵
k

†
†
(Ck↵
Dk↵ + Dk↵
Ck↵ ) ,

(12)

where the dispersions, ⇠k+ , ⇠k are given by,
⇠k+ = "k + "˜k , ⇠k = "k
"k =

"˜k ,

2t1 (cos(kx ) + cos(ky ))

(13)
4t2 cos(kx ) cos(ky )

2t3 (cos(2kx ) + cos(2ky ))
"˜k =

t̃0

µ,

t̃1 (cos(kx ) + cos(ky )).

(14)
(15)

The Green’s function for the electronic operator can be obtained from the Hamiltonian in eqn.12
and is given by [40],
Z2
.
2 /[!
!
⇠k+K ]
It is more transparent to rewrite the above Green’s function in the following form,
X Z↵
k
Gc (k, !) =
, where
!
Ek↵
↵=±
✓ ±◆ 1
2
Zk
=
1
+
,
Z2
(Ek± ⇠k+K )2
s✓
◆
+
⇠
+
⇠
⇠k+ ⇠k+K 2
k+K
Ek± = k
±
+ 2.
2
2
Gc (k, !) =

⇠k+

(16)

(17)
(18)

(19)
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In the limit where

= t̃ij = 0, one recovers the original large Fermi surface, ⇠k .

B.

Charge-order instabilities via T-matrix

Based on the analysis above, we have arrived at a description of the electronic excitations which
have been renormalized by the quantum fluctuations of the antiferromagnet. A natural question
that we need to address now is whether the resulting state is unstable to other symmetry-broken
phases in the presence of short-range interactions. We shall address this question by studying the
e↵ect of short-range Coulomb repulsion and AF exchange interaction acting on top of the FL*
phase, described by,
HC = U

X

c†i" ci" c†i# ci# +

i

HJ =

Vij c†i↵ ci↵ c†j cj ,

(20)

i<j

X Jij
i<j

X

4

c†i↵ ci c†j cj .

·

↵

(21)

Let us now look for the possible charge-ordering instabilities. We will consider the e↵ect of first,
second and third neighbor Coulomb and exchange interactions (i.e. Vi , Ji with i = 1, 2, 3). Our
generalized order parameter in the particle-hole channel, PQ (k), at a wavevector Q can be defined
as follows (as in eqn.1):
hc†i↵ cj↵ i =

Xˆ

PQ (k)eik·(ri

rj )

eiQ·(ri +rj )/2 .

(22)

k

Q

It is useful to expand PQ (k) in terms of a set of orthonormal basis functions
PQ (k) =

X
`

` (k)

as,

P` (Q) ` (k),

(23)

where we choose a set of 13 orthonormal basis functions, as described in table I. The basis functions
from ` = 0, .., 6 preserve time-reversal symmetry, while the ones from ` = 7, .., 12 spontaneously
break time-reversal symmetry. The remainder of our analysis will be carried out using the T-matrix
formalism developed in ref.[27] to determine the structure of the charge-ordering instability.
The first step in this procedure involves expressing the interaction terms in eqn.21 as,
HJ + HC =

12
X X

k,k0 ,q `=0

where J ` , V `

` (k) `0 (k

0



J`
8

+

V` †
c 0
2 k

)

↵

·

c†k0

c
q/2,↵ k q/2,

c
c†
q/2,↵ k q/2,↵ k+q/2,

c†k+q/2, ck0 +q/2,
ck0 +q/2,

,

represent various interaction parameters, as summarised in table I.

(24)

11

`

` (k)

0

J` V ` `

1

` (k)

J` V `

0 U

1

cos kx

cos ky J1 V1 7

2

cos kx + cos ky J1 V1 8

sin kx

sin ky J1 V1

sin kx + sin ky J1 V1

3

2 sin kx sin ky

J 2 V2 9

2 cos kx sin ky

J2 V2

4

2 cos kx cos ky

J2 V2 10

2 sin kx cos ky

J2 V2

5 cos 2kx

cos 2ky J3 V3 11 sin 2kx

sin 2ky J3 V3

6 cos 2kx + cos 2ky J3 V3 12 sin 2kx + sin 2ky J3 V3
TABLE I. Basis functions,

Tlm(!)

` (k),

used for determining the symmetry of the charge-ordering instability.

=

+

Πln(!)

Tnm(!)

+

+

Πln(!)

Tnm(!)

FIG. 3. The equation for the T-matrix in the particle-hole channel with total momentum Q.

After summing all the ladder diagrams in the particle-hole channel, we obtain (see fig.3),
✓
◆
3
T`m (Q) =
J ` + V ` `m 2 `,0 m,0 W (Q)
4
◆
12 ✓
12
X
1X 3
+
J ` + V ` ⇧`n (Q)Tnm (Q)
W (Q)⇧0,n (Q)Tnm (Q),
(25)
`,0
2
4
n=0

n=0

where,
W (Q) ⌘

12
X

V`

` (0) ` (Q)

(26)

`=0

arises from the direct interaction, and the polarizabilities are given by,
⇧`m (Q) = 2

X

` (k) m (k)⇧Q (k),

(27)

k

⇧Q (k) =

X

↵, =±

↵
Zk+Q/2
Zk

↵
f (Ek+Q/2
)
Q/2

Ek

Q/2

f (Ek

Q/2 )

↵
Ek+Q/2

In the above, f (...) represents the Fermi-Dirac distribution function.

.

(28)

12
From eqn.25, it is straightforward to see that the charge-ordering instability is determined by
of the matrix M`,`0 (Q),
✓
◆
1 3
M`,`0 (Q) = ``0
J ` + V ` ⇧``0 (Q) +
2 4

the lowest eigenvalues,

Q,

`,0 W (Q)⇧0`0 (Q),

(29)

and the P`0 (Q) are determined by the corresponding right eigenvector.
In the remainder of the paper, we shall investigate the nature of these instabilities by studying
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors corresponding to the matrix M(Q) as a function of Q.
III.

We have analyzed the lowest eigenvalues,

RESULTS
Q,

as a function of Q for a variety of interaction and

FL* parameters (see figs. 4, 5). These results should be contrasted with the eigenvalues obtained
for instabilities of metals with a large Fermi surface, interacting via short-ranged interactions, as
shown in appendix A and earlier works [18, 27].
Let us now start by exploring the nature of these instabilities in the presence of purely exchange
interactions, i.e. set U = V1 = V2 = V3 = 0. We plot

Q

as a function of Q in fig.4 for two di↵erent

choice of FL* and exchange-interaction parameters, {J1 , J2 , J3 }. For the FL* state shown in
fig.4(a), the charge-ordering eigenvalues are displayed in fig.4(b). Note that the global-minimum
at Q = (±Q0 , ±Q0 ), which is a robust feature of an instability arising out of a large FS (with
t̃0 = t̃1 =

= 0), has disappeared (see fig. 6(a) in appendix A; Refs. [18, 27]). Instead,

there are now ridges of instability that extend starting from wavevectors of the type (Q0 , 0) and
(0, Q0 ). Interestingly, the lowest eigenvalue is shifted slightly away from the axis and corresponds
to Q⇤ = (±11⇡/25, ±3⇡/50), (±3⇡/50, ±11⇡/25). However, the eigenvalue,

Q⇤⇤ ,

for the state on

the axis with Q⇤⇤ = (±11⇡/25, 0), (0, ±11⇡/25), is infinitesimally close to the lowest eigenvalue.6
The charge-ordering eigenvectors for these states are given by,
PQ⇤ (k) =

0.996[cos kx

cos ky ] + 0.079[cos kx + cos ky ]

+ 0.017[2 cos kx cos ky ]
0.027[cos 2kx
PQ⇤⇤ (k) = + 0.996[cos kx

cos 2ky ]
cos ky ]

0.014[cos 2kx + cos 2ky ],

(30)

0.084[cos kx + cos ky ]

0.017[2 cos kx cos ky ]
+ 0.027[cos 2kx
6

where the di↵erence, |

Q⇤⇤

Q⇤ |

' 10

4

.

cos 2ky ] + 0.014[cos 2kx + cos 2ky ],

(31)
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both of which predominantly have a d wave component (and a tiny s0

component).

While the eigenvalue analysis doesn’t directly tell us how the wavevector of the leading instability
relates to the underlying Fermi surface geometry, it is reasonable to associate it with points in the
Brillouin-zone which have a high joint density of states. It is then straightforward to see that Q⇤⇤
connects the tips of the pockets (shown as the red arrows in fig.4a). There is also a secondary
ridge of instability, which corresponds to a set of local but not global minima, extending from
approximately Q ⇡ (⇡/2, ⇡) to Q ⇡ (⇡, ⇡/2). Upon close inspection, we realize that such a ridge
exists even for the large Fermi surface computation (fig.6a), though the eigenvalues there were
significantly larger than the one corresponding to the global minimum. These BDW states contain
an admixture of d

and s0

form factors. However, the states marked in yellow in the vicinity

of Q = (⇡, ⇡) and Q = (⇡, 0), (0, ⇡) break time-reversal symmetry and correspond to states that
have spontaneous currents.
We can repeat a similar analysis for other FL* and interaction parameters, as shown in
fig.4(c), (d). For the FL* state shown in fig.4(c), the lowest eigenvalue corresponds to Q⇤ =
(±⇡/2, 0), (0, ±⇡/2). Though the particular wavevector in this case corresponds to a period-4
CDW, this is entirely a coincidence; Q⇤ happens to connect the tips of the pockets (shown as red
arrows in fig.4c). The charge-ordering eigenvector for this state is given by,
PQ⇤ (k) = + 0.993[cos kx

cos ky ]

0.095[cos kx + cos ky ]

0.032[2 cos kx cos ky ]
+ 0.050[cos 2kx

cos 2ky ] + 0.027[cos 2kx + cos 2ky ],

(32)

which, once again, predominantly has a d wave component. The secondary ridge of instability
appears here as well, extending from approximately Q ⇡ (29⇡/50, ⇡) to Q ⇡ (⇡, 29⇡/50), and
contains an admixture of d

and s0

form factors. The states marked in yellow in the vicinity of

Q = (⇡, ⇡) and Q = (⇡, 0), (0, ⇡) continue to break time-reversal symmetry.
The results for both of these cases above are very similar, with one major qualitative di↵erence.
In the first case, the region around Q = 0 has a local “valley” of instability, where the state at
Q = 0 corresponds to a nematic instability with a purely d form factor. This is no longer true for
the second case considered here.
Let us now study the problem in the presence of Coulomb repulsion — the results are displayed
in fig.5. Interestingly, in this case for the particular choice of parameters, the leading instability
in the particle-hole channel for the FL* state in fig.5(a) corresponds to Q⇤ = (±13⇡/25, ±⇡),
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 4. The spectral function, Ac (k, ! = 0), for bare hopping parameters t1 = 1.0, t2 =

0.32, t3 =

0.128, µ =

0.5t1 , t̃1 =

0.6t1 ,

1.11856 and FL* parameters: (a) t̃0 =

0.5t1 , t̃1 = 0.4t1 ,

= 0.6t1 , and, (c) t̃0 =

= 0.75t1 . The black dashed lines represent, ✏k = 0, and the red dotted lines represent, ✏k+K = 0.

The lowest eigenvalue,

Q

as a function of Q at a temperature T = 0.06 are shown in (b), (d) for the FL*

states in (a), (c) respectively. The wavevectors corresponding to the minimum eigenvalues are shown as
the red arrows. The exchange interaction parameters are given by (b) J1 = 1.0, J2 = J3 = 0.05, and, (d)
J1 = 0.5, J2 = J3 = 0.05. U = V1 = V2 = V3 = 0 for both cases. We have put in a finite imaginary part
(= 0.1t1 ) in the Green’s function for visualization purpose.

(±⇡, ±13⇡/25). The charge-ordering eigenvector for this state is given by,
PQ⇤ (k) =

0.184

0.694[cos kx

cos ky ]

0.694[cos kx + cos ky ]

+ 0.021[2 sin kx sin ky ]
0.006[cos 2kx

cos 2ky ]

0.033[cos 2kx + cos 2ky ].

(33)
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 5. (a) The spectral function, Ac (k, ! = 0), for bare hopping parameters t1 = 1.0, t2 =
0.128, µ =

1.11856 and FL* parameters: t̃0 =

0.2t1 , t̃1 =

0.1t1 ,

0.32, t3 =

= 0.75t1 . The black dashed lines

represent, ✏k = 0, and the red dotted lines represent, ✏k+K = 0. The lowest eigenvalue,

Q

as a function of

Q at a temperature T = 0.06 is shown in (b). The wavevectors corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue
are shown as the red arrows. The interaction parameters are given by J1 = 1.0, J2 = 0.1, J3 = 0.05, and,
U = 0, V1 = 0.05, V2 = V3 = 0.01. We have put in a finite imaginary part (= 0.1t1 ) in the Green’s function
for visualization purpose.

However, as can be seen from fig.5(b), there is a subleading instability to a BDW with Q⇤⇤ =
(±23⇡/50, 0), (0, ±23⇡/50), whose eigenvalue,

Q⇤⇤ ,

is in fact very close to

Q⇤ .

The corresponding

eigenvector is given by,
PQ⇤⇤ (k) =

0.012

0.986[cos kx

cos ky ] + 0.162[cos kx + cos ky ]

+ 0.024[2 cos kx cos ky ]
0.032[cos 2kx

cos 2ky ]

0.012[cos 2kx + cos 2ky ],

(34)

which, not surprisingly, has a predominantly d form factor.
The remaining features in the

Q

Q phase diagram remain identical to the earlier results

shown in fig.4(b).

IV.

DISCUSSION

We have argued here that the incommensurate charge density wave state in the underdoped
cuprates acts as a window into the exotic “normal” phase out of which it emerges. The tradi-
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tional weak-coupling computations that start with a large Fermi surface give rise to a density wave
instability with diagonal wavevectors of the form (±Q0 , ±Q0 ), which is in disagreement with the
experimental observations. A promising candidate for the normal state of the underdoped cuprates
is a U(1)-FL*, where the electrons are coupled to the fractionalized excitations of a quantum fluctuating antiferromagnet. In this paper, we have investigated the charge-ordering instabilities of such
a FL* state, and have identified the leading instability of the FL* state in the particle-hole channel
to be a d form factor bond density wave with wavevectors of the form Q = (±Q0 , 0), (0, ±Q0 ),
where Q0 is related to a geometric property of the Fermi surfaces of the FL* state.

While the identification of the correct BDW starting from a more exotic normal state is an interesting result, there are other implications at low temperatures of having a parent FL*. The vanilla
FL* state has hole pockets with non-zero (but small) photoemission intensity on the ‘back side’ i.e.
outside the first antiferromagnetic Brillouin zone, and the photoemission observations of Ref. 53
have been argued to be consistent with this. However, the superconducting state descending from
such a FL* metal has 8 nodal points [46], and no signs of such a feature have been experimentally
detected. But, it should be noted that U(1)-FL* is ultimately unstable to confinement, because in
the absence of fermions carrying the U(1) gauge charge, monopoles must proliferate at large enough
scales. It is expected that this crossover to confinement will resolve the experimental conflicts of
the FL* state. Moreover, with the presence of an incommensurate BDW, there are no issues with
the conventional Luttinger theorem, and so the crossover to confinement can happen without the
need for further symmetry breaking.

Finally, we note implications for experiments on the cuprates in high magnetic fields. In the light
of the above results, it would be interesting to investigate how the BDW derived from an FL* evolves
as a function of magnetic field, and in particular, determine its relation to the observed quantum
oscillations at intermediate and high fields [54–61]. Computations starting from a large Fermi
surface in the presence of long-range charge order show a nodal electron-pocket [57, 58, 60, 61, 64]
and the more recently discovered hole-pockets [61, 64]; it is not implausible that similar results will
also be obtained starting from U(1)-FL*, especially after the crossover to confinement has been
accounted for. Moreover, in the FL* framework the full large Fermi surface is never recovered,
because even in the absence of charge order the spin liquid suppresses much of the Fermi surface:
this may be a way of reconciling with thermodynamic measurements of the specific-heat [62] and
the spin-susceptibility [63].
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Appendix A: CDW instabilities of FL

We plot the lowest eigenvalues,

Q,

for the charge-ordering instabilities of the large FS corre-

sponding to parameters of figs.4, 5 in fig.6 below. For the parameters in fig.6(a), the minimum

(a)

(b)

FIG. 6. The lowest eigenvalues,
corresponding to t1 = 1.0, t2 =

Q,

(c)

as a function of Q at a temperature T = 0.06 for the large FS

0.32, t3 = 0.128, µ =

1.11856. These computations have been carried

out as a limit of the FL* computation with t̃0 = 0, t̃1 = 0,

= 0. The state with the diagonal wavevector

is the leading instability in all the cases. The interaction parameters are given by: (a) J1 = 1.0, J2 =
J3 = 0.05, U = V1 = V2 = V3 = 0, (b) J1 = 0.5, J2 = J3 = 0.05, U = V1 = V2 = V3 = 0, and, (c)
J1 = 1.0, J2 = 0.1, J3 = 0.05, U = 0, V1 = 0.05, V2 = V3 = 0.01.

eigenvalue occurs at Q⇤ = (±19⇡/50, ±19⇡/50) and the corresponding eigenvector is given by,
PQ⇤ =

0.999[cos kx

cos ky ]

0.014[cos(2kx )

cos(2ky )].

(A1)

For the parameters in figs.6(b), (c), the minimum eigenvalue occurs at the same value of Q⇤ as
above and the form of the eigenvector remains almost identical. This isn’t surprising, since Q⇤ is
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determined by the separation between the “hot-spots”.

